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Open Postdoctoral and PhD Researcher Positions 
 

Collaborative	Research:	Multi-scale	models	of	muscle	spindles	for	
understanding	sensorimotor	control	

PI: Lena Ting, Emory University and Georgia Tech 
Co-PIs: Tim Cope, Georgia Tech, Ken Campbell, University of Kentucky 

 
We are seeking a motivated researcher to join an NIH-funded interdisciplinary research 
project at Emory University and Georgia Institute of Technology. This is a highly 
interdisciplinary project involving experiments in electrophysiology, muscle mechanics, 
and computer simulations in order to understand the role of proprioceptive signals in 
human motor control and their dysfunction in neurological disorders such as sensory 
neuropathy, Parkinson’s disease, and others. 
 
Job Description:   
• Work collaboratively with the investigators to experimentally and/or computationally 

identify key molecular, cellular, and systems-level mechanisms underlying 
proprioceptive encoding. 

• Design, execute, analyze, and publish in at least two of the three following areas: 
- in vivo experiments to characterize and understand proprioceptive afferent, 

particularly muscle spindle, function. 
- in vitro experiments to characterize and understand proprioceptive afferents 

function based on muscle fiber mechanics.  
- in silico computer simulations to characterize and understand proprioceptive 

afferents function based on muscle fiber mechanics, neuron membrane 
characteristics, and biomechanics of the musculoskeletal system. 

 
The successful applicant will be actively engaged in interdisciplinary learning and 
communication to synthesize and bridge diverse disciplines. Therefore, established 
competence in at least one the identified fields above, with a strong desire to gain 
expertise in another field is required. Motivated, independent, individuals with strong 
analytical and/or computer programming skills are invited to apply. Strong relevant 
experience and coursework in neurophysiology or physiology research is required. 
 
Minimum Requirements for postdoctoral position: 
- Ph.D. in Neuroscience, Biomedical Engineering, Muscle mechanics, or related field. 
- Proven track record of successfully executing research projects in electrophysiology, muscle 
mechanics, sensorimotor control, biomechanical or neural simulation. 
 
Minimum Requirements for pre-doctoral position: 
- Acceptance into one of the following PhD Programs: Emory Neuroscience, GT/Emory 
Biomedical Engineering, or GT Applied Physiology  
- Substantive research experience in electrophysiology, muscle mechanics, sensorimotor 
control, biomechanical and/or neural simulation. 
 
Contact: Lena Ting (lting@emory.edu) and/or Timothy Cope (tim.cope@gatech.edu) 


